Saturn taat valve body

They rebuild the valve bodies using Sonnex parts. They also provide a return UPS shipping
label so that it doesn't cost you anything to return it. I just sealed up the core with my wife's
Food Saver and sent it. I made them an offer which they accepted and I am very happy with my
experience with them. The rebuilt valve body cured all of my 98 SL1's shifting ills. They were
considerably cheaper than some of the other companies I found and contacted in searching the
forums. How much it cost man? You forgot that detail. Saturns saved and given new life : 11
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Purchase. About 3 hours the right tools and resolve the rebuilt valve body solved all the issues.
If you're having hard shifting on 2nd and overdrive and don't want to take apart the whole valve
body, than this is your best bet. Images in this review. Let it break in!! I have a sl1, and this
product was simple to replace. Car kept slamming gears and reverse, felt like a fender bender.
Took air equipment, battery and battery tray off, and tied wires to engine hook, cleaned VB
cover, unplug, and take out bolts not in new VB. Make sure to torque, the bolts are 97 in lbs,
about ft lbs if you don't have in. Cover is 87 in. There's a pole in old VB, take out, put in new VB,
slide valve in hole in pole slide. Be patient! Took 4 days for new VB to break, don't be worried if
the slams dont suddenly stop. Great product worked great! Can't even tell it shifts now! Been 4
days since I put it on! Used it on my Saturn SL2 to fix a reverse slam, hard shifting. Comes with
a gasket and plug and play installation. Once installed I tool the car for an easy drive around the
neighborhood for about 30 minutes. I drove it on 15, 25 and 40 mph zones with normal stops.
Transmission working great, all symptoms went away with this valve body. Works as
advertised. Received product the day after I ordered it. Replacement took about an hour.
Instructions that came with it were informative and the bolt locations and sizes were a big help
when I lost track of where they went. Thought my transmission needed rebuilt but it looks like
this fixed my problem. Shifting hard and double shifting. Thank you so much for the valve body.
Super great business. Saturn transmission shifts like brand new Even the reverse gear no more
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